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Dear Ms. Bladey:

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 1, on behalf of the nuclear energy industry, appreciates the
opportunity to comment on the subject draft NUREG, "Common-Cause Failure Analysis in Event and
Condition Assessment: Guidance and Research, Draft Report for Comment," as the main objective of
this NUREG is to improve the consistency and accuracy of event condition assessments performed in
support of the Significance Determination Process (SDP). The treatment of conditional common
cause failure probability estimates in SDP evaluations has been particularly problematic for the past
several years, and the effort to address this via the work documented in this NUREG is an important
step towards improving SDP evaluations as a whole.

However, as written, this NUREG does not sufficiently support this objective. Specifically, the
document endorses the use of the alpha factor as a proxy for the conditional probability of common
cause failure. Such an approach is not appropriate for evaluation of a specific event, and the
document should be revised to better guide those performing SDP evaluations towards accurate
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characterization of conditional probability of common cause failure. Detailed comments regarding
specific approaches that should be discussed in the NUREG in lieu of inappropriately using alpha
factors in event-specific assessments are included in the attachment to this letter.

Given the extensive revisions that would be needed to support inclusion of such information, the
industry believes that a public meeting on the content of the draft NUREG would be beneficial, and
further suggests that another draft of this document be released for public comment prior to
publication of the final NUREG. Additionally, we urge the NRC to strongly consider comments
submitted by utilities and other stakeholder organizations in evaluating the content of the draft
NUREG as it currently stands.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me or Victoria Anderson
at 202-739-8101; vka@nei.org.

Sincerely,

Biff Bradley

Attachment

c: Dr. Song-Hua Shen, RES, NRC
Mr. Kevin Coyne, RES, NRC
Mr. Gary DeMoss, RES, NRC
Mr. Don Marksberry, RES, NRC



ATTACHMENT

Detailed Comments on Draft NUREG "Common-Cause Failure Analysis in Event and
Condition Assessment: Guidance and Research, Draft Report for Comment"

Inaccuracies associated with simplistic approach to estimating Common Cause Failure
(CCF). The draft NUREG proposes the use of the alpha factor in developing event-specific CCF
estimates, which is a simple approach that supports more rapid evaluations to support the
Significance Determination Process (SDP). While the desire to pursue rapid evaluations is
understandable given NRC's expectations for timely completion of a final SDP evaluation, the loss of
accuracy due to the fact that the alpha factor considers failure events from all observed causes is
not appropriate, and pursuing more accurate estimates should be a priority.

Insufficient discussion on consideration of failure cause. The draft NUREG recommends
using the alpha factor as the conditional failure probability for redundant components given that one
component in the CCCG fails, even though the alpha factor is not a conditional failure probability,
but rather a correlation factor of actual and potential failures to all failures. It recommends
defaulting to this approach without regard to the specific attributes of the performance deficiency
cause that could manifest in a CCF event.

The NUREG does not acknowledge that the CCF probabilities are estimated based on causes that did
not affect the component that failed. For example, if the cause is a deficient maintenance program,
common cause due to environment and design do not apply. The NUREG goes on to note that
conservative and non-conservative estimates can result from this approach, but does not address
alternative approaches that could address this issue.

Inaccuracies due to use of the alpha factor as CCF probability. The report states that the full
conditional CCF probability should be applied to all components in the group with the failed
component, regardless of the details or cause associated with the failure even though the alpha
factors used in PRA and SPAR models include all inter-component dependencies not captured
explicitly in the models. Because of the relatively high values for CCF probabilities, it is likely that
CCF will be a significant contributor and artificially drive the results into higher action categories. For
example, incipient failures are included in the CCF probability calculations. Events that do not
represent an actual failure, but may have been a common cause failure, are used in the CCF
probabilities. Although not assigned a full failure, they bias the results.

The draft NUREG acknowledges these complications, as Section 3.1 specifically notes that use of
alpha factors in event condition assessments can result in conservative or non conservative
estimates, yet this approach is still endorsed in the draft NUREG. This is because the approach
supports rapid completion of SDP evaluations. As noted above, the potential negative effects of this
approach do not justify the slight reduction in analysis time, and, as written, the document will not
result in more precise treatment of CCF in SDP evaluations.



The industry acknowledges that properly evaluating the conditional failure probability of redundant
components given failure of one component due to a performance deficiency that has potential CCF
implications is not a simple task. This does not change the fact that the use of the alpha factor as a
surrogate for the conditional probability of failure of the redundant components due a plant specific
performance deficiency is entirely inappropriate.

A more appropriate approach would be to use the CCF database criteria in combination with expert
elicitation to calculate the impact vectors for the plant specific conditions, taking into account all
specific information about the condition, including successful runs or tests as well as the degree of
degradation observed in redundant components. This could then be used to estimate a conditional
probability of common cause failure that would be more representative of the actual cause.

Editorial comments. In Section 1.3, the equation being discussed in the middle of page 7 appears
to be missing. Additionally, Equations 3.6 and 3.7 are discussed in the text but do not appear to be
properly labeled.
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